Abstract. This is my tribute to Pierre and his role in creating and keeping alive our group, Astromol.
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as projects. As one example, I remember Pierre's reluctance in moving towards the problem of interstellar complex organic molecules, as, in his wisdom, he was aware how difficult the problem was and only when we had enough strength and improved skills, he pushed in that direction. He was right in hesitating at first instance and then putting enthusiasm and energy when the project was ready to be tackled. That was the moment, not earlier. It has been said elsewhere in this book how Pierre was important in the everyday life, how generous and helpful he was. I want here to acknowledge critical moments for the life of Astromol, and even my own professional and personal life, where Pierre was determinant. We had some moments with exacerbated criticism from or alleged altercation with colleagues, when I felt everything was going to be lost. In those moments, Pierre stepped in with his calm wisdom and savoir-faire suggesting and finding solutions. You could count on him. Always. Astromol has counted on him until the very last days of his life.
Evidently, Pierre was of primordial importance in the birth and life of Astromol and his vision in creating and showing directions for it was correct. My own gratitude to Pierre is immense. He was a teacher, a collaborator, a colleague and, above all, a friend whom I enormously miss.
